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Abstract- The origin of the enhancement of electron
mobility in inversion layers on (001) and (110) oriented
Si substrates under uniaxial stress has been investigated
by solving the Boltzmann equation using the Monte Carlo
method. Taking into account carrier repopulation, strain
induced change of intersubband scattering and of electron
effective mass, the experimentally observed mobility variation under uniaxial stress can be explained. Band structure
calculations were performed to quantify the influence of
stress on the effective masses. The experimentally observed
pronounced anisotropy of the mobility induced by uniaxial
stress for both substrate orientations is well reproduced by
simulations. While on (110) substrate the anisotropy stems
from the ellipsoidal shape of the lowest subband ladder, an
effective mass change induced by [110] stress is responsible
for the anisotropic mobility on the (001) substrate.
I. INTRODUCTION

body thickness of UTB MOSFETs [4], thus the piezoresistance
coefficients have to be calibrated for the inversion layer
concentration and the Si body thickness.
In this work a physically motivated modeling approach
is presented, taking into account the effect of stress on the
repopulation of subbands and subband ladders, on scattering,
and on the band structure. It is shown that this model is
capable of capturing the experimentally observed anisotropy
of mobility enhancement A,u in bulk Si and Si inversion
layers. It can easily be adapted for general strain conditions,
substrate orientations, and channel directions. The simulation
method for the calculation of the strained Si band structure
and the bulk- and inversion layer mobility is described in
Section II. In Section III first the modulation of the bulk
mobility by uniaxial stress is discussed. The results for the
electron effective mobility in inversion layers formed on (001)
and (110) substrates are summarized in Section IV.

Uniaxially stressed Si is used in leading edge logic CMOS
II. SIMULATION METHOD
technologies, because it can increase mobility and current
The band structure of Si was calculated using the non-local
drive of both n-channel and p-channel MOSFETs [1], [2], [3].
While transport in the biaxially strained Si inversion layer has empirical pseudopotential method (EPM) including spin-orbit
often been subject to theoretical investigations, rigorous mod- coupling [10]. Details concerning the incorporation of arbitrary
eling of the technologically more relevant application, with strain in the band structure calculation can be found in [11].
process-induced uniaxial stress along the channel direction, The effective masses were extracted from the curvature of the
conduction bands at the minima along various directions and
has surprisingly been neglected until recently [4].
have
been incorporated in the transport calculations. When
Theoretical modeling of strain induced mobility enhancethe
strain
tensor in the crystal system contains off-diagonal
ment for electrons and holes is an important issue with some
critical questions still open [5], [6], [7]. In particular, due to components, a pronounced electron effective mass change is
the uncertainty in the scattering models and parameters for observed. In unstrained Si the constant energy surfaces of
the inversion layer in conjunction with the arising numerical the conduction band have a prolate ellipsoidal shape, where
the semi-axes are characterized by ml,Tmt, and mt. Here,
complexity, one is forced to do severe approximations.
For this reason a phenomenological approach based on the ml and mt denote the longitudinal and transverse electron
empirically measured piezoresistance coefficients is often used masses of Si, respectively. Under (110) stress the constant
by industry to predict mobility enhancement for electrons and energy surfaces of the two-fold degenerate A2-valleys take the
holes [1]. However, mobility modeling based on the piezoresis- form of scalene ellipsoids (ml, mt,II, mt, I), where mt,11 and
tance coefficients has several drawbacks: The validity of the imtl denote the transverse mass parallel and perpendicular
piezoresistance coefficients is restricted to small strains and to the stress direction. Band structure simulations indicate
stresses (< 500 MPa), even though much higher values can be that uniaxial tensile stress along (110) decreases mT t1 with
reached in current technologies [8]. Furthermore, in inversion respect to mt l. Analytical fits characterizing the effective
layers the enhancement of the effective mobility shows a mass change of ml, mt, II, and mt,l as a function of applied
dependence on the inversion layer concentration N5, whereas (110) stress are reported in [11]. The observed effective mass
piezoresistance coefficients for the inversion layer [9] yield change is in good agreement with a study recently reported [4].
The Monte Carlo simulator VMC [12], including fullband
the mobility for only one particular N5. Additionally, stress
induced enhancement of mobility was found to depend on the and analytical band models, was used to calculate the Si bulk
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Figure 1: Constant energy surfaces of the Si conduction band
under uniaxial tensile stress along [110] / [001] with projection
on the (001) / (110) plane.
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electron mobility. The subband structure of the two dimensional electron gas was calculated using a one-dimensional
Schr6dinger-Poisson solver [13] with modifications to account for the strain induced energy splitting between the
subband ladders. The effective mass approximation with a
non-parabolicity coefficient of = 0.5 eV-1 was used for
the energy dispersion of the subbands. Transport calculations have accounted for electron-phonon interaction [14] and
surface roughness scattering. We use the Prange and Nee
formulation [15], [16] for surface roughness scattering. Static
dielectric screening is also taken into account.
The Monte Carlo method used for this work is based on the
solution of the linearized Boltzmann equation and allows the
exact treatment of the Pauli exclusion principle in the limit of
vanishing driving fields [17].
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Figure 2: Simulated in-plane electron mobility for various
stress levels. At 500 MPa simulation results are compared to
mobility calculated from the piezoresistance coefficients (open
squares).
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III.

BULK MOBILITY ENHANCEMENT

We start the discussion with an analysis of the effect of
[110] tensile stress on the electron mobility in the (001)
plane, as this stress condition is commonly used in strain
engineered n-channel MOSFETs. Under uniaxial tensile stress
along [110] an anisotropic mobility enhancement for the (001)
plane was observed experimentally [18], [19]. The anisotropy
is also reflected by the linear piezoresistance coefficients [20],
yielding the most pronounced mobility enhancement parallel
to the stress direction.
Fig. 1 shows the constant energy surfaces of the conduction
band in unstrained Si located along the six equivalent (100)
directions. In the unstrained crystal the six valleys are equally
populated, which results in an isotropic mobility. It is emphasized that a model on the basis of linear deformation potential
theory alone cannot reproduce the anisotropy in the (001)
plane under [110] tensile stress: According to this theory, the
shift of the band minima is linearly related to the strain in the
semiconductor, whereas the shape of the bands is not altered.
Under tensile stress along [110], the out-of-plane valleys
(labeled 5, and 6 in Fig. 1) have a higher population than the
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in-plane valleys (1 to 4) and will therefore mainly determine
the mobility. Since, according to deformation potential theory,
the energy dispersion in the out-of-plane valleys is isotropic
in the (001) plane, isotropic mobility enhancement for this
stress configuration is expected. This contradicts experimental
observations for large stress levels.
Only when an effective mass change of the out-of-plane
valleys resulting from tensile [110] stress is introduced
in the simulation, can the numerical model reproduce the
anisotropic mobility enhancement. The MC simulation predicts an anisotropic bulk electron mobility in the (001) plane
as shown in Fig. 2 for several levels of tensile stress. At
small stress a good agreement of MC results with the enhancement predicted from the piezoresistance coefficients is
found (Fig. 2).
Tensile stress along [001] is favorable for electron mobility
enhancement on (110) oriented substrate with the channel
parallel to the stress direction. Under this stress four valleys
(1 to 4) move down in energy in with respect to the valleys
5, and 6 (see Fig. 1). Similar to the (001) plane, under tensile
stress along [001], the mobility becomes anisotropic in the
(110) plane. The highest mobility component is observed along
the [001] direction. However, band structure calculations have
shown that under [001] stress the effective mass change is
negligible. Thus, A,u stems from the stress induced valley
shifts only.
IV. INVERSION LAYER MOBILITY ENHANCEMENT

In inversion layers the six-fold degenerate A6 valley splits
into up to three different subband ladders depending on the orientation of the substrate. Fig. 1 shows that on (001) substrate
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Figure 4: Simulated mobility parallel (closed symbols) and
perpendicular (open symbols) to stress direction [110] with
no stress (circles), 0.1 GPa (squares), and 1.0 GPa stress
(diamonds).
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the masses of the lowest (unprimed) subband ladders (5,6)
are spherical and that the ladders are two-fold degenerate. On
(110) substrate the masses of the unprimed subband ladders (1
to 4) are anisotropic and the ladders are four-fold degenerate.
The higher density of states and larger transport masses on
(110) substrate yield a lower inversion layer mobility as
compared to (001) substrate. This can be seen in Fig. 3, where
we compare experimental data [18], [21] to MC simulation
results.
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Figure 3: Simulated ,Ueff (lines) for substrate orientation (001)
and (110) compared to measurements [18], [21] (symbols).
The anisotropic p,ff on the (110) substrate is given along (001)
and 110.
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Figure 5: Anisotropic mobility enhancement for (001) substrate with tensile stress along [110] at Ns = 5 1012 cm-2.

While mobility enhancement in biaxially stressed Si is saturating at a stress of 1 GPa, a saturation of mobility enhancement
A. Mobility enhancement for (001) oriented substrate
In Fig. 4 the effective mobility components parallel and is not expected for uniaxially [110] stressed Si, as the effective
perpendicular to stress direction [110] for two tensile stress mass change is not saturating as a function of stress [4], [11].
If stress is parallel to [100], the influence of uniaxial
levels are compared to the unstrained mobility. Tensile stress
stress
on the subband ladders is different from substrate with
along [110] has two beneficial effects on the parallel mobility
stress
along [110]: Stress along [100] lifts the degeneracy
component: The splitting between the unprimed and primed
of
the
four-fold (primed) ladder. Since the stress induced
ladders is increased, and the transport mass in direction of
effective
mass change is small, Ap,uff is a result of subband
the stress is reduced with respect to the unstrained case. From
ladder
repopulation
only, thus, like for biaxially strained Si,
these two effects one can understand the mobility enhancement
a
saturation
of
the
enhancement is expected around
mobility
parallel to the stress direction at all inversion layer densities.
1
GPa.
Perpendicular to stress, the effective mass is increased by
stress, leading to a smaller mobility enhancement in this direction. Additionally, in Fig. 5 the relative mobility enhancement B. Mobility enhancement for (110) oriented substrate
for [110] stressed (001) oriented substrate is plotted as a
To enhance the mobility for (110) substrate a uniaxial tensile
function of the in-plane angle at two levels of stress. The stress along [001] is advantageous, as this stress condition
mobility is enhanced at all angles, with the largest mobility increases the splitting between the unprimed and primed
enhancement parallel to the stress direction. The pronounced ladder. From EPM simulations we get only a negligible change
anisotropy at large stress is solely a result of the effective mass of the effective masses which determine the transport in the
change and is in good agreement with experimental data [19]. subband ladders for this stress condition. Hence, the stress
For (001) oriented substrate the in-plane effective mass induced mobility change is attributed to repopulation between
change of electrons under biaxial tensile stress, was found unprimed and primed subband ladders and to suppressed
to be small as compared to uniaxially [110] stressed Si [11]. inter-subband scattering. From Fig. 6 we observe that stress
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change in the electron effective mass, extracted from EPM
band structure calculations, can explain the experimentally
observed anisotropic mobility enhancement.
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Figure 6: Simulated mobility parallel (closed symbols) and

perpendicular (open symbols) to stress direction [110] with
no stress (circles), 0.1 GPa (squares), and 1.0 GPa stress
(diamonds).
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Figure 7: Anisotropic mobility enhancement for (110) substrate with tensile stress along [001] at Ns = 5 1012 cm-2.
increases ,Ueff parallel to the stress direction, whereas the mobility perpendicular to the stress direction is smaller compared
to the unstressed case. Since no effective mass change occurs,
the mobility change is expected to saturate at larger stress
(- 1 GPa), as soon as the primed ladder becomes depopulated.
The stress induced mobility enhancement is shown in Fig. 7
as a function of the in-plane angle at two levels of stress. It is
apparently different from the dependence observed for [110]
stressed (001) substrate. For (110) substrate and tensile [110]
stress a mobility enhancement parallel to the stress direction
is observed, while the mobility perpendicular to the stress
direction is reduced. Again, these findings are supported by
experimental results [19].
V. CONCLUSIONS
Electron inversion layer mobility was analyzed by means of
MC simulations. Experimentally observed mobility data [4],
[19], [21] were reproduced for bulk Si and Si inversion layers
on (001) and (110) oriented substrates. Mobility enhancement
can be understood from a combination of three effects: (i)
valley (subband ladder) repopulation, (ii) change in intervalley, inter-subband scattering, and (iii) stress induced effective mass changes. Under stress along (110) solely the
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